Letter: Ella Winter to Ida M. Tarbell, November 12, 1930
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Nov 12, '30

Dear Miss Tarbell,

In despair I turn to you. You, as a woman, will probably have what none of the men can lay their hands on. I am collecting illustrations, general pictorial material for Lincoln Steffens' autobiography which Harcourt are publishing in the early Spring. I wonder if you wouldn't have photographs or informal snapshots of the muckrakers including yourself. Of course, all Mr. Steffens' personal papers were burned in a fire at his house so I have laboriously to collect every...
a new. If you want me to be there acceptances you go through your papers I will come where you say. Perhaps you could suggest some who else might have something. We should very much like some cartoons or caricatures of the muchreaders. Too here must have been some? I hope you can come to my house.

Michael Jones

N.Y. Winter.

She cannot help much because he has no memory for this sort of thing.